
 
STATE BIOLOGY TEST 

 
Graphing 
 
- Make Graph LARGE and NEAT enough so it is easy to read and interpret 
 
- Title – It should be printed neatly on top of the graph. 
 
- Label axes – Independent variable on X axis, dependent variable on Y axis 
 
- Line Graph – both variables (dependent and independent) use continuous data. 
                          Use curve of best fit for line graphs. 
 
Writing 
 
- Organize thoughts in advance 
 
- Write using complete sentences 
 
- Use separate paragraphs for each idea and develop those ideas 
 
- Support statements with data and examples from the tables and graphs. 
 
- Introduction should give an overview of the big picture, not just recite facts. 
 
- Summarize main ideas in conclusion 
 
 
Realistic Solutions 
 
- economically reasonable solutions 
 
- educating public to change certain behaviors  
 
- offering incentives (tax deductions) 
 



Science - Part 1
For each of the questions or incomplete statements below (#1-15), select the answer choice that is best in
each case. Fill in the corresponding lettered space on your scantron.

1. In the 1980’s satellite measurement of ozone
concentration in the upper atmosphere over
Antarctica revealed the environmental damage
caused by use of

A. lead in the lining of pipes.
B. growth hormone on cattle.
C. certain chemicals in refrigerants.
D. plutonium to manufacture nuclear weapons.

2. In examining a picture of a cell taken with an
electron microscope, a student observes that the
cell has a nucleus and a cell membrane, but not a
cell wall. The student can correctly conclude that
the cell probably comes from

A. a moss.
B. a fungus.
C. a bacterium.
D. an animal.

3. A chemical interferes with a cell’s ability to make
proteins. Investigations reveal that the cell parts
responsible for making proteins are in working
order. The cell can also encode instructions for
making proteins, but those instructions are not
berg carried out. The chemical appears to affect
th~ communication between the

A. cell wall and nucleus.
B. nucleus and ribosomes.
C. mitochondria and chloroplasts.
D. endoplasmic reticulum and lysosomes.

4. An ecologist obtains a water sample from a
possibly polluted river. Which form of pollution
could be searched for by examining slides of the
water under a compound microscope?

A. bacteria
B. acid rain
C. heavy metals
D. dissolved riverbank minerals

The Genetics of Cat Fur

Trait Inheritance
short hair dominant

long hair recessive

Ifa long-haired cat is mated to a pure-bred
short-haired cat, what will be the expected
appearance of their offspring?

A. 100% short-haired
B. 75% sh~rt-haired; 25% long-haired
C. 50% short-haired; 50% long-haired
D~ 25% short-haired, 75% long-haired

6. Scientists use a certain technique to measure RNA
levels in various cell types. Which of the following
is most directly observed by this technique?

A. rnutation
B. cell division
C. gene expression
D. osmotic regulation

A certain trait is caused by a recessively
inherited gene that is not sex-linked. A man and
a woman, neither of whom exhibits the trait,
have a child with the trait. What is the
probability that their second child will have the
trait?

A. 0%
B. 25%
C. 50%
D. 100%



Plants provide the entry point for energy into an
ecosystem. How is this illustrated in a food
pyramid?

A. Plants are shown at the top of the pyramid.
B. Plants always have the greatest overall bio-

mass.
C. Plants are located in the middle of the pyramid
D. Plants have the smallest number of organisms.

How does DNA change fi-om generation to
generation in asexual organisms?

A. cloning
B. mutation
C. variation
D. gene pairing

10. Athletes want a drink to help them maintain
constant celluldr respiration during their game.
To accomplish this, the drink should contain

A. ATP.
B. lipids.
C. glucose.
D. proteins.

11. Brussels sprouts, cabbage, and caulitlower are all
variations of the same species of mustard plant.
If they are allowed to crossbreed, they will
eventnally produce similar-looking offspring.
What process created these different variations in
the first place?

A. sexual selection
B. natural selection
C. DNA transplants
D. selective breeding

12. The oldest fossils that have been found are of
single-celled organisms. This suggests that life
on Earth

A. has evolved over time ~om simple to
complex.

B. has become less compiex as the atmosphere
changed.

C. changes in response to mutations, not
. environment.

D, mutates in order to adapt to new
envkonments.

13. Since tl~e beginning of the Industrial Revolution,
fossil fuels have been burned extensively. One
way to study the atmospheric effects of burning
fossil fuels is to study the percent increase in
atmospheric

A. carbon dioxide.
B. helium.
C. nitrogen.
D, oxygen.

14. What cellular process in plants makes them
useful to animals as a source of energy?

A. ATP production
B. DNA replication
C. cellular respiration
D. glucose production



The Genetics of Mouse Fur
Trait Gene Inheritance

dark brown B dominant
fur
light brown b recessive
fur

15. If two heterozygous mice (Bb) mate, what is the
probability that an offspring will have dark
brown fur?

a. 1_

Directions for Question 16: When responding to the
open-ended question that follows, you may use words,
tables, diagrams, and/or drawings. Write your answer
in your answer folder.

16. Sally and her parents have an unusual trait which
is carried on a dominant gene.

IfSally’s parents have another child, could he
or she have the normal, recessive trait?

Could Sally have children with the normal,
recessive trait?

Explain the factors that affect your conclusion.

END OF PART 1 STOP



SCIENCE - PART 2

17. A biologist would use a compound microscope to
count which of the following?

A. genes
B. proteins
C. enzymes
D. chromosomes

18. In 2000, gene therapy was used to cure three
infants with Severe Combined Ima~aune
Deficiency (SCID). This technology can only be
used ifSCID is what kind of disease?

A. inherited
B. infectious
C. metabolic
D. contagious

19.

20.

In fruit flies gcith the curly wing mutation, the
wings will be straight if the flies are kept at 16
deg;ees Celsius. The most probable explanation
for this is that

B.

C.

D.

fruit flies with curly wings cannot survive at
high temperatures.

the environment influences wing phenotype in
these fruit flies.

tfigh temperatures increase the rate of
mutations.
wing length in these fruit flies is directly
proportional to temperature.

Viruses are exceptions to the cell theory, but they
have some characteristics of living things. What
is one of these characteristics?

A. They are made up of many specialized cells.
B. They contain genetic material.
C. They reproduce by mitosis.
D. They contain chlorophyll.

21. Which formula represents an organic compound?

22.

A. Mg(OH)2
B. NaC1
C. C12H22Oli
D, NH3

Which are the four most abundant elements in
living cells?

A. carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur
B. carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen
C. carbon, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus
D. carbon, sulfur, hydrogen, magnesium

23. Which pair of compounds can be classified as
inorganic?

A. nucleic acids and minerals
B. proteins and water
C. water and salts
D. nucleic acids and proteins

24. Most cell membranes are composed principally
of

A. DNA and ATP
B. proteins and lipids
C. chitin and starch
D. nucleotides and amino acids

25. Normally, in the process of osmosis, the net flow
of water molecules into or out of the cell depends
upon differences in the

A. concentration of water molecules inside and
outside the cell

B. concentration of enzymes on either side of the
cell membrane

C. rate of molecular motion on either side of the
cell membrane

D. rate of movement of insoluble molecules
inside the ceil



26. In squirrels, the gene for gray fur (G) is
dominant over the gene for black fur (g). If50%
of a large litter of squirrels are gray, the parental
cross that produced this litter was most likely

A. GGxGg
B. GGxGG
C. Ggxgg
D. ggxgg

27. Because the gene for hemophilia is located on the
X-chromosome, it is normally impossible for a

A. carrier mother to pass the gene to her son
B. hemophiliac father to pass the gene on to his

son
C. hemophiliac father to pass the gene to his

daughter
D. carrier mother to pass the gene to her

daughter

28. The outward appearance (gene expression) of a
particular trait in an organism is referred to as

A. a genotype
B. a phenotype
C. an allele
D. a chromosome

29. Proteins are made from amino acids by the
process of

A. hydrolysis
B. pinocytosis
C. active transport
D. dehydration synthesis

30. Two nucleotide sequences found in two different
species are almost exactly the same. This
suggests that these species

A. are evolving into the same species
B. contain identical DNA
C. may have similar evolutionary histories
D. have the same number of mutations

31. The theory that evolutionary change is slow and
continuous is known as

A. punctuated equilibrium
B. geographic isolation
C. speciation
D. gradualism

Directions for Question 32: When responding to
the open-ended question that follows, you may use
words, tables, diagrams, and/or drawings. Write your
answers in your answer folder.

32. Adrian has constructed a miniature ecosystem
that includes tiny animals in a sealed glass jar. He
measures the concentrations of oxygen and carbon
dioxide of the air inside the jar periodically.

After recording an increase in oxygen and a
decrease in carbon dioxide, he concludes that
there are too many plants for the number of
animals inside the jar.

How did the measurements lead him to this
conclusion?

If Adrian places the glass jar in a room that
receives less light, how will this help balance
the ecosystem in the glass jar?

END OF PART 2 STOP



SCIENCE - PART 3

33. The structural similarities between the flippers of
whales and the arms of humans are used to show
that the

A. human species began life in the oceans
B. human species and whales’have a common

ancestry
C. whales are older than the human species
D. whales evolved from the human species

34. A biologist reported success in breeding a tiger
with a lion, producing healthy offspring. Other
biologists will accept this report as fact only if

A. research shows that other animals can be
crossbred

B. the offspring are given a scientific name
C. the biologist included a control in the

experiment
D. other researchers can replicate the experiment

35. The diagram below represents a pyramid of
energy in an ecosystem.

Which level in the pyramid would most likely
contain members of the plant kingdom?

A.A
B.B
C. C
D,D

36. The diagrams below represent some steps in a
procedure used in biotechnology.

Letters X an Yrepresent the

A. hormones that stimulate the replication of
bacterial DNA

B. biochemical catalysts involved in the insertion
of genes into other organisms

C. hormones that trigger rapid mutation of
genetic information

D. gases needed to produce the energy required
for gene manipulation

37. Which statement best illustrates a rapid
biological adaptation that has actually occurred?

A. Pesticide-resistant insects have developed in
certain environments.

B.Scientific evidence indicates that dinosaurs
once lived on land.

C. Paving large areas ofland has decreased
habitats for certain organisms.

D.The characteristics o f sharks have remained
unchanged over a long period of time.



38. According to some scientists, patterns of
evolution can be illustrated by the diagrams
below.

Which statement best explains the patterns seen in
these diagrams?

A. The organisms at the end of each branch can
be found in the environment today.

B. The organisms that are living today have all
evolved at the same rate and have undergone
the same kinds of changes.

C. Evolution involves changes that give rise to a
variety of organisms, some of which continue
to change through time while others die out.

D. These patterns carmot be used to illustrate the
evolution of extinct organisms.

39. During meiosis, crossing-over (gene exchange
between chromosomes) may occur. Crossing
over usually results in

A. overproduction of gametes
B. fertilization and development
C. the formation of identical offspring
D. variation within the species

40. The equation below represents a summary of a
biological process.

Carbon dioxide + water -) glucose + water + oxygen

Th~s process is completed in

A. nlitochondria
B. ribosomes
C. ceil membranes
D. chloroplasts

41. In a stable, long-existing community, the
establishment of a single species per niche is
most directly the result of

A. parasitism
B. interbreeding
C. competition
D. overproduction

42. The fl~w of energy through an ecosystem
involves many energy transfers. The diagram
below summarized the transfer of energy that
eventually powers muscle activity.

Sun-~ Food --~ ATP--~ Muscle Activity
A      B     C

The process of cellular respiration is
represented by

A. ArrowA only
B. Arrow B only
C. Arrow Conly
D. Arrows A, B, and C



43. In an ecosystem, which component is not
recycled?

A. water
B. energy
C. oxygen
D. carbon

Which practice would most likely deplete a non-
renewable natural resource?

A. harvesting trees on a tree farm
B. burning coal to generate electricity in a power

plant
C. restricting water usage during a period of

water shortage
D. building a dam and a power plant to use water

to generate ~lectricity,

45. Changes in the chemical composition of the
atmosphere that may produce acid rain are most
closely associated with

A. insects that excrete acids
B. runofffrom acidic soils
C. industrial smoke stack emissions
D. flocks of migrating birds

46. A sudden change in the DNA of a chromosome
can usually be passed on to future generations if
the change occurs in a

A. skin cell
B. liver cell
C. sex cell
D. brain cell

47. Which structare is best observed using a
compound light rrficroscope?

A. a cell
B. a virus
C. a DNA sequence
D. the inner surface ofa mituchondrion

Directions for Question 48: When responding to
the open-ended question that follows, you may use
words, tables, diagrams, and/or drawings. Write your
answers in your answer folder.

48. In the process of genetic engineering, scientists
can develop organisms with traits they would not
otherwise possess.

Identify two biological materials scientists
work with when conducting genetic
engineering experiments.
Identify two kinds of cells biologists work
with in order to genetically engineer
organisms. Explain your answer.

END OF PART 3    STOP
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Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Bio{ogy Competencv Test

Starting in May 2011, New Jersey high school biology students wilI have to take the

Biology Competency Test. A component of this test will be the Performance Assessment

Tasks. Following are five sample performance tasks, each of which corresponds to a unit

in Amsco’s review book Preparing for the New Jersey Biology Competency Test, by Rick

Hallman. Below are the scoring rubrics.

General Rubric: Scoring Guide for Open-Response Items

Open-response questions require students to generate, rather than just recognize, a correct

response. Responses to open-response questions are scored using a scoring guide, or

rubric, for each question. The scoring guides indicate what knowledge and sldlls students

must demonstrate to earn 1, 2, 3, or 4 points. Answers to the open-response questions are

not scored for spelling, punctuation, or grammar.

4-Point Response

The response demonstrates a thorough understanding of the concept, and clearly and

correctly provides the information that is being asked.

3-Point Response

The response demonstrates a general understanding of the concept.

2-Point Response

The response demonstrates a limited understanding of the concept

1-Point Response

The response is incorrect or contains some correct work that is irrelevant to the skill or
concept being measured.



3an~p~e Performa~ce Assessn~e~lI: Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

Unit !: Scientific and Laboratory Procedures

Performance Task 1 - How the Garden Grows

A student named Anne had a garden. She wanted to find out what conditions would
be best for growing her favorite plants. Anne bought ten clay pots and decided to perfolrn
an experiment~ in which she would test what type of substrate2 was best for plant
growth.

To carry out her experiment, Anne placed five plants in pots filled with sand3 and
five plants in pots filled with soil.4 All ten plants were of the same type, given equal
amounts of water, and exposed to equal amounts of sunlight. The experiment lasted for
two weeks.

d

o

©

o

experiment - an operation carried out under controlled conditions in order to discover an unknown effect
or law, to test or establish a hypothesis, or to illustrate a known law

substrate - the base on which an organism lives, such as soil

sand - a loose granular material that results from the disintegration of rocks; consists of pro’titles smaller
than gravel but coarser than silt

soil the upper layer of earth that may be dug or plowed and in which plants grow



Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ BMog,v Competency Test

The table below shows the growth (that is, increase in height) of each of Anne’s plants.
Answer the following questions based on the information in the table.

Growth of Plants in Sand and in Soil

Plants in Soil Increase in Height Plants in Sand Increase in Height

(Centimeters) (Centimeters)

2.0 1 0.5

2 1.9 2 0.6

3 2.2 3 0.4

4 2.1 4 0.7

5 1.9 5 0.6

Your task:

1. Using evidence from the table, state ONE conclusion about plant growth that you can
draw from this experiment.

2. Given your conclusion, discuss ONE reason why Anne’s experiment would have these
results.

3. Which bar graph correctly represents the averaged results of this experiment? Explain
how you arrived at your conclusion.

Plant growth
in soil vs, sand

Soil Sand
Planted in

Plant growth
In soil vs, sand

Plant growth

Soil San~3 Soil Sand
Planted in Planted in

(2) (3)

Plant growth
In soil vs. sand

Soil Sand
Planted in

(4)

4



Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

How the Garden Grows
Scoring Rubric

4 POINTS 3 POINTS 2 POINTS POINT

Thoroughly Explains correct States, but does Does not state or
explains correct conclusion about not explain, one explain correct
conclusion about plant growth in conclusion about conclusion about
plant growth in soil versus in plant growth in plant growth in
soil versus in sand. soil versus in soil versus in

Uses extensive Uses some data Does not use Says plants
data from table from table to data from table, would grow
to explain why explain why but does explain better in soil
plants would plants would why plants than in sand, but
grow better in grow better in would grow does not expla’m.
soil than in sand. soil than in sand. better in soil

than in sand.

Without any Explains choice ,, Chooses correct Does not choose
misconceptions, of correct bar bar graph but correct bar
explains choice graph and how does not explain graph and does
of correct bar that decision how that decision not explain how
graph and how was made by was made by that decision
that decision averaging results averaging results was made.
was made by of experiment. of experiment.
averaging results
of experiment.
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Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for ’the ~J Biology Competency Test

Unit l~: Matter, Energy, and Organization of Living Things

Performance Task 2 - How the Blood Circulates

The diagram below is a schematic representation of the circulatory system.t In other
words, it is not meant to be a realistic drawing of body parts, but only to show the basic
scheme of the system -- the relationships among its parts and the sequence of events that
occur in the system.

The circulation of blood is vital to the process of respiration,2 since the blood carries
fresh oxygen to the cells of the body and returns carbon dioxide to the lungs to be
expelled.

As you have learned, arteries3 are the blood vessels that carry blood away from the
heart. Which blood vessels in the diagram are arteries? The arrows indicate that blood
vessels 2 and 3 carry blood away from the heart, so they are arteries. Blood vessels 1 and
4, which return blood to the heart, are veins.4 Study the diagram below and then answer
the questions that follow.

ci~’culatory system - responsible for the movement of blood through the blood vessels of an animal

respiration - the process of supplying the cells and tissues with oxygen and ridding them of carbon dioxide

arteries the blood vessels that carry blood away from the heart

veins - the blood vessels that carry blood toward the heart

6



Sample Peiq~ormance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

Your task:

1. Refer to the diagram. Blood that is rich in oxygen is found in which two of the

numbered blood vessels? State ONE purpose of this blood in the body.

2. Compared with blood vessel 1, is there more or less carbon dioxide in blood vessel 2?

Explain why your answer would be true.

3. Based on the diagram, which of the following statements is true? Give ONE reason for

this fact.

a. All arteries carry oxygen-rich blood.

b. All veins carry oxygen-rich blood.

c. Arteries from the heart to the lungs carry oxygen-rich blood.

d. Veit~s from the lungs to the heart carry oxygen-rich blood.

7



Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

How the Blood Circulates
Scoring Rubric

4 POINTS 3 POINTS 2 POINTS POINT
Correctly Correctly Either correctly Correctly
identifies both identifies one of identifies one of identifies one of
.oxygen-rich the oxygen-rich the oxygen-rich the oxygen-rich
blood vessels blood vessels blood vessels or blood vessels but
and states their and states its states their does not state its
purpose in the purpose in the purpose in the purpose in the
body. body. body. body.

Correctly Correctly Incorrectly Does not
identifies that identifies that identifies that identify either
blood vessel 2 blood vessel 2 blood vessel 1 blood vessel as
has more carbon has more carbon has more carrying carbon
dioxide than dioxide’than carbon dioxide dioxide; gives
blood vessel 1 blood vessel 1 than blood partially correct
and explains but does not vessel 2, but answer of why
why this is tree. explain why this does correctly one vessel

is tree. explain what should carry
should be true. more than the

other.

Without any Without any Chooses an Chooses an
misconceptions, misconceptions, incorrect answer incorrect answer
states correct states correct choice but does choice and
answer choice answer choice state that~veins states only that
and explains and states only from the lungs arteries and/or
why veins from that veins from carry blood to veins both carry
the lungs carry the lungs carry the heart. blood.
oxygen-rich oxygen-rich
blood to the blood to the
heart. heart.

8



.~ampl~. PerJ:orrnance Assess~nent Tasks for the NJ giologv Competency Test

Unit l~l: Diversity and Biological Evolution

Performance Task 3 - How to C~assify Bird Species

A class of biology students was studying the traits of different North American
birds. They wanted to see if they could determine how closely related the different birds
are based on their biological classification1 and physical characteristics. Now you will
attempt the same task based on the information and diagrams presented here.

The state bird of New Jersey is the American goldfinch. It is in the class2 Aves (as
are all other living birds), order Passeriformes, family ploceidae, genus3 Carduelis, and
species4 tristis. The state bird of New York is the Eastern bluebird (see figure). It is in
the order Passeriformes, family turdidae, genus Sialia, and species sialis. The state bird
of Connecticut is the American robin. It is in the order Passeriformes, family turdidae,
genus Turdus, and species migratorius. The state bird of Pennsylvania is the ruffed
grouse. It is in the order Galliformes, family tetraonidae, genus Bonasa, and species
umbellus.

Eastern Bluebird

d

o
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(Ci

classification - the grouping and naming of organisms according to their evolutionary relationships and
shared characteristics

class - a major category in biological taxonomy ranking above the order and below the phylum

genus - a group that has one or more closely related, different species classified within it

species - a group of similar organisms that can breed and produce fertile offspring

9



Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competenw Test

American Eastern American Ruffed Grouse

Classification Goldfinch (N J) Bluebird (NY) Robin (CT) (PA)

Kingdom

Phylum

i Class

Order

Family

Genus

Species

Your task:

1. Cqpy the bird classification table onto a separate sheet of paper. Based on the data
given, and your knowledge of biology, fill in the complete classification for each of
the four state birds listed.

2. Which two birds are the most closely related? Give ONE reason for your answer.

3. Based on the information given, predict which bird would least resemble the other
three. Explain your answer, stating ONE scientific fact given about the birds.

4. Look at the pictures of the four state birds. The Eastern bluebird is identified for you.
Based on the classifications given and the similarities in their overall body shapes and
beak shapes, identify the remaining three birds.

10



Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

How to Classify Bird Species
Scoring Rubric

4 POINTS 3 POINTS 2 POINTS 1 POINT

Correctly fills in Correctly fills in Correctly fills in Correctly fills in
all infonrtation all information all information all information
about the four about three of about two of the about one of the
birds, leaving no the four birds, or four birds, or four birds, or
empty spaces. correctly fills in correctly fills in correctly fills in

most of the some of the only genus and
information for information for species for all
all four birds. all four birds. four birds.

Correctly Correctly Correctly Does not
identifies the identifies the idenfifies the identify the two
two birds that two birds that two birds that birds tha~ are
are most closely are most closely are most closely most closely
related and gives related but gives related but gives related and gives
one correct incorrect reason no reason for the an incorrect
reason for the for the choice. choice. reason for the
choice. choice.

Correctly Correctly Correctly Does not predict
predicts which predicts which predicts which which bird
bird would least bird would least bird would least would least
resemble the resemble the resemble the resemble the
other three and other three but other three but other three and
states one states incorrect gives no fact to gives either no,
correct fact to fact to try to try to justify or an incorrect,
justify answer. justify answer. answer. fact for answer.

Based on the Based on the Based on the Based on the
classifications classifications classifications classifications
and physical and physical and physical and physical
characteristics, characteristics, characteristics, characteristics,
correctly correctly correctly lists but does not
identifies all identifies two of identifies one of identify any of
three of the the remaining the remaining the remaining
remaining birds three birds. three birds. three birds.
in the choa~.
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Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Nology Competenc~ Test

Unit IV: Reproduction and Heredity

Performance Task 4 - How Animals Reproduce and Develop

Most animals reproduce by the process of sexual reproduction.1 hi sexual
reproduction, sperm from the male joins with an egg from the female. This process,
called fertilization,~ may take place either inside the female’s body (internal
fertilization) or outside the female’s body (external fertilization).

@
Fertilized egg

Adults

Sperm ~’~lls

Before hatching

~ Yolk sac-~@

Early ~mbryo     Embryo f

Egg cells

After hatching

Yolk sac
Young fish

After the egg is fertilized, it develops into an embryo.3 The process of development4

may also talce place either ins!de the female (internal development) or outside the female
(external development). For example, a chicken lays an egg, which is already fertilized.
The chicken then sits on the egg to keep it warm as the embryo in the eggdevelops. Thus,
chickens have internal fertilization and external development.

The table on the next page shows some different animals, their classes and habitats,5
and the types of fertilization and development they undergo. Study the table and then
answer the questions that follow it.

sexual reproduction - the process that requires two parents (a male and a female) to produce offspring

2 fertilization - the process by which the nuclei of an egg cell and a sperm cell unite to form a zygote

embryo - an organism in an early stage of development before it is born, hatched, or germinated

development the changes in an organism that occur from fertilization until death

habitat - the place in which an organism lives; a specific environment and its COlmnunity

12



Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

Animal !Class Habitat Fertilization Development

Goldfish Bony Fishes Water External External

Bluebird Birds Land Intemal Extemal

Bee Insects Land Internal External

Dog Mammals Land Internal Intemal

Frog Amphibians Water and land External Extemal

Lizard Reptiles Land Internal External

Whale Mammals Water Internal Intemat

Your task.’.

1. Based on the information in the table, identify ONE environmental requirement for

external fertilization. Explain.

2. Based on the information in the table, identify ONE physical requirement for internal

development. Explain.

3. The salamander belongs to the class of Amphibians. Based on that fact, what would

you expect to be the habitat of salamanders?

4. Alligators have internal fertilization and external development. Based on that fact and

the data in the table, what class do you think they belong to?

5. Based on the data in the table, what TW~O generalizations can you make about the class

of mammals?

d



Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

How Animals Reproduce and Develop
Scoring Rubric

4 POINTS 3 POINTS POINTS POINT

Correctly, and Correctly, but Correctly, but Tries but does
without any without any with some not correctly
misconceptions, explanation, misconceptions, identify a
identifies and identifies one identifies one requirement for
explains one requirement for requirement for external
requirement for external external fertilization.
external fertilization. fertilization.
fertilization.

Correctly, and Correctly, but Correctly, but Tries but does
without any without any with some not correctly
misconceptions, explanation, misconceptions, identify a
identifies and identifies one identifies one requirement for
explains one requirement for requirement for internal
requirement for internal internal development.
internal development. development.
deyelopment.

Correctly Correctly Correctly Correctly
identifies, and identifies, but identifies, but identifies only
explains, the does not explain, with some part of the
habitat of the habitat of misconceptions, habitat of
salamanders. salamanders. the habitat of salamanders.

salamanders.

Correctly, and Correctly Correctly, but Does not
without any identifies, but with some correctly
misconceptions, does not expl2m, misconceptions, identify the class
identifies and the class that identifies the that alligators
explains the alligators belong class alligators belong to.
class alligators to. belong to.
belong to.

Correctly Correctly Correctly Correctly
identifies and identifies two identifies and identifies one
explains two generalizations explains one generalization
generalizations about mammals generalization about mammals
about mammals. but without any about mammals. but without any

explanation. explanation.



San~p~e Perfo~ance Assessment Tasks for the NJ Biology Competency Test

Unit v: Environmental Systems and Interactions

Performance Task 5 - How to Know Which Birds Migrate

Jon is a biology student who lives in New Jersey. He is also an avid bird-watcher.
Over the past year, he has noticed that some birds seem to stay in his neighborhood all
year, while others are there only at certain times of the year, that is, mainly in the spring.
Along with a local ornithology~ professor, Jon has decided to do a study of the birds that
are seen in his area. He has observed and recorded the following information.

In the United States, some birds undertalCe a migration,2 while others do not. Our
migrating birds fly south in the winter and north in the summer. Their movements appear to
be seasonal.3 The table below lists several bird species;4 their sizes; their diets; and the
time of the year when they are most likely to be in New Jersey.

Your task is to answer the following questions based on the information in the table.

~ornithology - the branch of zoology (animal studies) that deals with birds

migration - a social behavior in which groups of animals travel long distances together to feed and breed

seasonal - of, relating to, or varying in occurrence according to the season

species - a group of similar organisms that can breed and produce fertile offspring
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Sample Performance Assessment Tasks for the N,I Biology Competency Test

Bird Species Length Main Diet When Seen

(cm) in NJ

Yellow-billed cuckoo 305 Caterpillars Summer

Bluejay 305 Acorns, corn, All year

berries, seeds,

insects

Eastern kingbird 203 Flying insects Summer

Golden-crowned 102 Insects and Winter

kinglet insect eggs

Bay-breasted warbler 152 Insects and May and

berries October

(during

migration)

Cardinal 203 Insects, fruit, All year

seeds, corn,

oats, rice

Your task.~

1. Which TWO bird species probably spend the whole summer north of New Jersey?

2. Based on the table, identify ONE characteristic of the birds that do not migrate.
Explain how you know this.

3. Based on the data in the table, if the bay-breasted warbler spends its winter in South
America, where would it most likely spend its summer? Explain.

a. Mexico    b. Florida c. Canada    d. New Jersey

4. Jon noticed that some people put out sunflower seeds to feed the birds. The seeds
most likely attracted which TWO species? Explain how you know this.



Sample Perfort~ance Assessment Tasl{s for the NJ Biology/Competencv Test

How to Know Which Birds Migrate
Scoring Rubric

4 POINTS 3 POINTS 2 POINTS 1 POINT

Correctly Correctly Correctly Correctly
identifies and identifies which identifies one of identifies one
explains which two birds spend two birds that bird that spends
two birds spend their sunm~er spend their its summer north
their surmner north of NJ but summer north of of NJ but does
north of NJ, does not explain NJ and explains not expla’m

answer. answer. answer.

Correctly Correctly Identifies part of Identifies an
identifies one identifies one the characteristic incorrect
characteristic of characteristic of of the birds that characteristic for
the birds that do the birds that do do not migrate birds that do not
not migrate and not migrate but and does not migrate.
explains answer. does not explain explain answer.

answer.

Gives correct Gives correct Gives correct Gives correct
answer choice answer choice answer choice answer choice.
and complete without any with some
explanation explanation. misconceptions.
without any
misconceptions.

Correctly Correctly Correctly Correctly
identifies which identifies which identifies which identifies one of
two birds would two birds would two birds would the two birds
be attracted to be attracted to be attracted to that would be
the seeds and the seeds and the seeds but attracted to the
gives complete gives partial gives no seeds but gives
explanation explanation. explanation. no explanation.
without any
misconceptions.

d

0

o

o

<
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Habitat Requirements of Black Mudfish in the Waikato l~e~ion

Black mudfish (Neochanna diversus) are endemic to New Zealand (Nelso, n’~.__
1984). They are small, usually reaching a total len~h of 90 mm. The
are elongate and lack pelvic fins. The primary habitats of black mudfish
are wetlands, drains, and swampy streams with st~!l or gently flowing
waters. Land development, drain clearance, and the use herbicides have
resulted in the steady decline of blank mudfish numbers 0VlcDewall 1990).
Interactions with other fish, such as eels (Anguilla spp.) and mesquitofish
(Ga,mb, usia also affect the blank mudfish distribution. This "-]
study’s objectives were to investigate how water quality variables,
seasonal water variations, and interactions with other specific fish species
influenced the distribution of the blank mudfish in the Waikato region. _._A

~z~fer~nce is made as to the

The overall purpose of ~e
investigation is clearly stat~.

Incorporate data into the body of
the paper.

State any ~imitations of the
approa~.h used in the inveS~’igetion.

Black mudfish in the Waikato region were most commonly found at sites
in wetlands with absence of water in the summer, moderate depth of water
in winter, limited modification of the vegetation, and low turbidity (Fig.
2). There are similarities between the habitat requirements cf black
mudfish, brown mudfish, and those of the common river galaxlas
(Galaxies vulgaris). Brown mudfish inhabited shallow, sometimes atthe
edges of deeper water bodies, but they were usually absent from water ---]
deeper ~han 30-50 cm (Eldon 1978). The common river galaxies also has a ~
preference for shallow water, occupying river m~rgins < 20 cm deep ~1
(3owett & Richardson 1995). A weakness ofthis study is that the sites ~
were trapped only once; however, five traps were spread relatively widely [.__.__
at each site to maximize the chance of catching any fish that were there, ~

Cover was important for blank mudfish, in the form of emergent or
overhanging vegetation, or tree roots. The significance of cover in
detemfiniiag the presence or absence of black mudfish is predictable,
considering the sbal!ow nature &their habitats. Mudfish are likely to
require cover during the day to protect them from predatory birds such as| $uppertkingfishers (Halcyon sancta vagans). Black mudfish were found at sitas’-’-[_~/ [ to Tables and Figures.
with predatory mosqnitofish and juvenile eels (Fig. 3). The seasonal ~
drying of their habitats may be a key to the successful coexistence of the
mudfish with their predators. If, however, black mudfish are relatively
uncompetitive and vulnerabIe to predation, the question remains as to how
they manage to coexist with mosquitoflsh and eels.

The habitat variables measured in this study can be used to classify the
suitability of sites for black mudfish in the future. Black mudfish habitat’-]
in the Walkato region can be adequately predicted by four variables that I_...~[
are easy to measure: summer water depth, winter water depth, extent of l
disturbance (as indicated by vegetation), and turbidity. The adaptability.O.f_l
black mudfish allows them to survive in some altered habitats, such as
farm er roadside drains. Mosquitofish do not appear to exclude blackfish
¯ from marginal habitats, but may contribute to the exclusion ofmadfish
from areas with year-round water. The continued existence of suitable
habitats appears to be more ihaportant to black mudfish than the presence
of predators. Additional factors that may constrain black mudfish
distribution in other regions shouk!...~,.evaluated.                   .._]

Biozone Intern~ional 2001-2007

Describes the relevanc~ of t~e

Further’ re~arch is suggested.



QUESTIONS FOR BLACK MUDF1SH

1. How lnany times does the scientist use the word ’T’ in his paper.

2.What person is this paper written in? (1st, 2,~d, or 3,d)

3.What elements of the first paragraph make it a good introduction?

4.Describe two pieces of evidence that demonstrate that this scientist spent time
organizing his thoughts before writing this paper.

5. Describe three exmnples of how scientist supported their statements with data.

6. What is the theme of the third paragraph?

7. Describe the ptupose of the conclusion.

8. Why was it important to discuss any weaknesses in the study?
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